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Before making 401(k) investment decisions, it’s important to review the basics.  Investments generally fall into four groups: stable value (money market) investments, 

bonds, stocks (equities), and hard assets.  It’s important to spread your savings among the categories, a process called asset allocation. The idea is simple: by owning 

several categories your overall volatility could be reduced since categories often perform differently from one another in any given year.

you decide which approach is best for you
The plan offers two ways to invest: with pre-mixed target retirement date funds or the regular investment menu. 

1 TARGET RETIREMENT DATE FUNDS 
Target retirement date funds are ideal for those who want to keep it simple. Each fund is specifically designed for investors with a target retirement date in mind. 
The fund managers select a mixture of stock, bond, and money market funds tailored specifically for your age group. As you near your retirement date, the fund 
managers gradually shift your investment allocation to a more conservative mix. A list of target retirement date funds available in your plan is shown on the last page.  

2  REGULAR INVESTMENT MENU 
You can also build your own fund mix from the regular investment menu. We can help. Take the risk tolerance quiz on the following page to first determine your 
personal risk tolerance, then locate a sample asset allocation for your age bracket and risk tolerance. Before selecting any funds, be sure to review each fund’s 
profile and prospectus and review the fees that each fund charges.

STABLE VALUE (MONEY MARKETS)
Stable value and money market investments are designed to protect your savings from 
loss; you’re simply earning interest on your savings. Returns will vary as overall interest 
rates change. Keep in mind though that stable value and money market investments are 
not insured or guaranteed by the FDIC or any other government agency. Although they 
are designed to preserve their value, it is possible to lose money by investing in them. 

BONDS
Bond funds are designed to provide stability, income, and some appreciation in value. 
This combination is intended to provide a higher return over time than money market 
and stable value investments. With bonds, you are simply lending money to others; 
they pay you back with interest. Bonds are issued by the U.S. Government, foreign 
governments, corporations, and governmental agencies. Bond mutual funds, like those 
available within your retirement plan, are a professionally managed basket of bonds.
   

STOCKS (EQUITIES)
Stocks are meant to provide long-term growth. As an investor, you become part-owner 
of the company, rather than lending money as with a bond. Shareholders earn return 
either through price appreciation of their shares and/or from dividend payments. 
Although stock prices tend to fluctuate more, they have historically provided a higher 
return than stable value or bond investments. Stock mutual funds are professionally 
managed baskets of stocks, focusing on specific types of companies. 

HARD ASSETS
These funds invest in investments linked to changes in the price of commodities or 
“hard assets” such as oil, corn, gold, steel, and soybeans. The category can serve as an 
important diversifier, particularly in periods of higher inflation.

TYPES OF STOCK FUNDS:
Large-Cap Stock Funds: These funds seek long-term capital appreciation by 
investing primarily in large, well-established domestic companies. 

Mid- and Small-Cap Stock Funds: These funds seek long-term growth by 
investing in mid- and smaller sized companies within the United States.  
Small-cap stocks may deliver higher returns than more well-established 
large companies but with more price fluctuations.  

International Stock Funds: These funds seek long-term growth by investing primarily 
in large-sized companies located in developed regions of the foreign world, primarily 
Europe, Australia, and Japan.

Emerging Market Stock Funds: These funds seek long-term growth by investing in 
companies located in the underdeveloped regions of the foreign world, primarily 
Brazil, India, and China. These regions are growing more rapidly than the developed 
foreign markets.  

A note about risk: It is important to keep in mind that investing involves risk and you can lose money. 
While bonds are generally considered more conservative, they do not protect investors against price 
changes due to changing interest rates. They are not FDIC guaranteed and will fluctuate in value. Prices 
of all equity investments will fluctuate. Mid- and small-cap stocks often fluctuate more than those of 
large companies. Foreign equities involve additional risks including currency fluctuations and political 
uncertainty. For more information about any fund, including investment objectives, risks, charges and 
expenses, see the fund prospectus. Read and consider the prospectus information carefully. Past perfor-
mance is no guarantee of future results. 

let’s get started



SAMPLE  ASSET  ALLOCATION  MODELS Age 20-39 Age 40-54 Age 55+

Risk Tolerance
% Equities / % Fixed Income

Conservative
50/50

Moderate
70/30

Aggressive
90/10

Conservative
45/55

Moderate
60/40

Aggressive
85/15

Conservative
25/75

Moderate
50/50

Aggressive
70/30

Vantagepoint PLUS Fund 25% 15% 5% 20% 20% 8% 40% 25% 15%
Dodge & Cox Income Fund 25% 15% 5% 25% 20% 7% 35% 25% 15%
Vanguard 500 Index Admiral Fund 9% 10% 14% 10% 11% 16% 6% 12% 15%
Fidelity Contrafund Fund 4% 5% 11% 6% 6% 7% 5% 5% 7%
Vanguard Mid-Cap Index Admiral Fund 5% 5% 7% 5% 5% 7% 0% 0% 3%
Vanguard Small-Cap Index Adm Fund 6% 12% 13% 7% 8% 13% 0% 7% 8%
Loomis Sayles Small Cap Growth Instl Fund 3% 7% 7% 4% 4% 5% 0% 3% 3%
American Funds Europacific Growth R5 Fund 10% 14% 17% 12% 12% 17% 7% 12% 16%
Invesco Oppenheimer Developing Mkts R6 Fund 8% 12% 14% 7% 10% 13% 3% 7% 12%
Nuveen Real Estate Securities R6 Fund 5% 5% 7% 4% 4% 7% 4% 4% 6%

Francis Investment Counsel LLC recommends that most participants first consider allocating retirement savings into the age appropriate target retirement 
date fund, which for your organization is managed by T. Rowe Price.  Sample allocations shown are based on the investment expertise of our organization.  
Please consider your other savings as well as the savings in your retirement plan when making any investment decision. The models presented are a means 
of allocating your account values among the various investment options under the Plan, consistent with the level of risk you consider appropriate for your 
situation. These models are designed for a general audience and do not take into consideration any individual situations or unique circumstances which 
should be discussed and/or considered prior to making investment decisions.  Our firm has not been hired to perform a regular evaluation of the individual 
investment choices offered to you in your plan and as such, the funds selected to include in the allocations have been done so based upon best available 
information to us.  We recommend you seek out and review fund performance information provided by your employer to stay updated as well as consider 
any changes in the investment choices offered in your Plan.  Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

If you score under 39 points, you are considered a conservative investor. If you score between 39 and 78 points, you are considered a moderate investor. 
If you score over 78 points, you are considered an aggressive investor. Now use your point total and age to locate a sample asset allocation below. 

learn more about you

What is your current age? 
Under 30 15 points  46 – 60 5 points
30 – 45 10 points  Over 60 1 point

In how many years do you plan to retire? 
More than 15 15 points  5 - 9 years 5 points
10 - 15 years 10 points  Less than 5 years 1 point

How knowledgeable do you consider yourself about economic issues, 
investing, and personal finance?
Very knowledgeable – I read financial publications and keep informed 
about  what’s happening with financial and economic issues                          15 points
Somewhat knowledgeable – I’ve learned a little from my friends, TV,  
and the web       8 points
Not very knowledgeable – I don’t know much about finance or investing 1 point 

Which statement best describes how you feel about your retirement savings?
I want to do everything possible to ensure that savings rarely goes down 
in value      1 point
I’m willing to accept some risk in exchange for a strong probability of higher 
returns      5 points
I want an above average rate of return on my savings and I’m planning on 
investing in several options or “diversifying” to reduce my risk  10 points
I want my account to grow as much as possible, regardless of the risk  15 points

You’ve invested a large amount of retirement money into a fund that just dropped 20% in value.  
What would you do?
Get out so I don’t have to worry about it   1 point
Hold on to it and hope that it will come back      8 points
Buy more; the reason I liked it before has not changed   15 points

Congratulations! You’ve just won the grand prize in a raffle.  Choose between:
$500 cash       1 point
Flip a coin to win $1,500 cash    5 points 
1 in 10 chance to win $10,000                15 points

Which ONE of the following statements best describes how you would feel if your retirement 
account dropped 20% in a short period of time?
Extremely upset                               1 point
Very worried     5 points
Concerned but not worried                                                     10 points
Not at all concerned                              15 points

If you knew there was a very good chance that you could improve the quality of your life in 
retirement by accepting more risk with your retirement savings, would you:
Probably do nothing about it                             1 point
Consider investing some of your savings more aggressively                              8 points
Be willing to invest most of your  savings aggressively                                                          15 points

TOTAL POINTS_______________

A successful investment plan balances investment risk, potential return and takes into consideration your personal risk tolerance. 

Take the profile quiz below to determine how much risk you’re comfortable taking to achieve investment results. 



Target Retirement Date Funds – T. Rowe Price Retiremen Date Funds
Balanced Fund 2010 Fund 2020 Fund 2030 Fund 2040 Fund 2050 Fund

Fund Fund Type Objective and Investment Strategy

Fidelity Government Money Market Fund 
(SPAXX) Money Market

Seeks to generate current income while maintaining a stable share price by investing in short-term U.S. Treausry securities issued by the 
U.S. Government, including the U.S. Treasury, U.S. agencies, and/or instrumentalities. An investment in a money market fund is neither 
insured nor guaranteed by the U.S. Government. There is no assurance that the fund will be able to maintain a stable share price, and it is 
possible to lose money by investing in this fund.

Vantagepoint PLUS Fund
(N/A) Stable Value

Seeks to provide a low-risk, moderate-yield investment. The fund is managed to earn a high level of return - consistent with, and providing 
for - preservation of capital, high credit quality, liquidity to pay plan benefits, and reasonable tracking of interest rates. An investment in a 
stable value fund is neither insured nor guaranteed by the U.S. Government. There is no assurance that the fund will be able to maintain 
a stable net asset value, and it is possible to lose money by investing in this fund.

Dodge & Cox Income Fund 
(DODIX) Intermediate Bond

Seeks current income with only limited volatility of principal. In pursuit of these objectives, the managers of such funds invest primarily 
in investment-grade corporate bonds, U.S. Treasury securities, or bonds issued by U.S. Government agencies. The fund maintains a dol-
lar-weighted average maturity ranging between 5 and 10 years.

VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund
(N/A) Balanced

Seeks to maximize total return through a combination of capital appreciation and current income. Approximately half of the fund's assets 
are invested in U.S. equity securities, while the remaining assets are typically invested in corporate bonds, U.S. Treasury securities, or 
bonds issued by U.S. Government agencies.

Boston Partners All Cap Value Instl Fund 
(BPAIX) Large-Cap Value Seeks capital appreciation by investing primarily in large companies with market capitalizations of $10 billion or more that appear to be 

undervalued. Large-cap funds tend to be less volatile than those that invest in smaller companies.

Vanguard 500 Index Admiral Fund 
(FVIAX)

Large-Cap Blend Seeks capital appreciation by investing in stocks of large companies with market capitalizations of $10 billion or more, typically resulting in 
a blend of "growth" and "value" stocks. Large-cap funds tend to be less volatile than those that invest in smaller companies.

Vanguard Growth & Income Adm Fund 
(VGIAX)

Vanguard FTSE Social Index Admiral Fund 
(VFTAX)

Principal Blue Chip Fund Inst Fund 
(PBCKX)

Large-Cap Growth Seeks capital appreciation by investing primarily in stocks of large companies with above-average prospects for earnings growth and mar-
ket capitalizations of $10 billion or more. Large-cap funds tend to be less volatile than those that invest in smaller companies.

Fidelity Contrafund Fund 
(FCNTX)

Vanguard US Growth Admiral Fund 
(VWUAX)

Vanguard Mid Cap Index Admiral Fund 
(VIMAX) Mid-Cap Blend

Seeks capital appreciation by investing in stocks of large companies with market capitalizations of between $1.5 and $10 billion, typically 
resulting in a blend of "growth" and "value" stocks. Mid-cap funds tend to be more volatile than large-cap funds and are appropriate for 
investors willing to take on more risk.

Buffalo Discovery Fund 
(BUFTX) Mid-Cap Growth

Seeks capital appreciation by investing primarily in stocks of medium-sized companies with market capitalizations of between $1.5 billion 
and $10 billion, and above-average prospects for earnings growth. Mid-cap funds tend to be more volatile than large-cap funds and are 
appropriate for investors willing to take on more risk.

Undiscovered Managers Behavioral Val L Fund 
(UBVLX) Small-Cap Value

Seeks capital appreciation by investing primarily in small companies with market capitalizations of less than $1.5 billion, which can lead to 
increased volatility. The fund managers target smaller companies that appear undervalued. Small-cap companies tend to be more volatile 
than those that invest in larger companies and are appropriate for investors willing to take on more risk.

Vanguard Small Cap Index Adm Fund 
(VSMAX) Small-Cap Blend

Seeks capital appreciation by investing in stocks of small companies with market capitalizations of $1.5 billion or less, typically resulting in 
a blend of "growth" and "value" stocks. Small-cap companies tend to be more volatile than those that invest in larger companies and are 
appropriate for investors willing to take on more risk.

Loomis Sayles Small Cap Growth Instl Fund 
(LSSIX) Small-Cap Growth

Seeks capital appreciation by investing primarily in smaller companies, with market capitalizations of less than $1.5 billion. Managers 
target companies with above-average prospects for earnings growth. Small-cap companies tend to be more volatile than those that invest 
in larger companies and are appropriate for investors willing to take on more risk.

American Funds Europacific Growth R5 Fund 
(RERFX)

Int'l - Developed 
Markets (Growth)

Seeks capital growth by investing primarily in growing companies in developed countries outside the U.S. This may include emerging 
market countries, which tend to be more volatile than developed countries. Foreign equities are subject to unique risks such as currency 
fluctuations and political uncertainty.

Invesco Oppenheimer Developing Mkts R6 Fund 
(ODVIX)

International - 
Emerging Markets

Seeks long-term growth by investing mainly in companies in emerging market countries - those experiencing more rapid growth than 
developed countries. They are often more vulnerable to currency risk and political instability and are appropriate for investors willing to 
take on more risk.

Nuveen Real Estate Securities R6 Fund 
(FREGX) Real Estate Seeks long-term growth and high current income by investing in real estate investment trusts (REITS), equity securities underpinned by 

real estate properties.  These securities tend to be less volatile than the overall market, but carry a higher sensitivity to U.S. interest rates.

Conservative Funds Moderate Funds Moderately Aggressive Funds Aggressive Funds Very Aggressive Funds
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next steps     
1. Access your account to make fund changes
ICMA Retirement Corporation (ICMA-RC) serves as the plan recordkeeper. To access your account, visit www.icmarc.org/waukeshacounty or call 800-669-7400 to speak with a Customer Service 
Representative.

     2. Get advice
       Contact Francis Investment Counsel at 866-232-6457 or make an appointment with your advisor by visiting 
       moneyadviceatwork.com/waukeshacounty. Experienced financial advisors can assist you with any money matter.

Regular Investment Menu For a diversified portfolio allocation, please refer to the sample asset allocation models on the previous page.

©2020 Francis Investment Counsel


